The L.T. Rich Products Sports Field unit brings together the full lineup of players. Change the way that you look at the lineup of equipment that is mandatory to maintain your parks and sports fields and get the “ULTIMATE GAME CHANGER!!”

36” Slice Seeder (part # 80920)

- Ideal for complete grow in projects on your field
- Over seed outfields and other turf areas
- Repair damaged turf

18 Gallon Spray System (part # 80916)

- Spray your weed control management applications
- 8’ spray width for great coverage
- 4.0 GPM pump for constant by-pass agitation makes spraying wettable powders permissible

1 Cubic Square Yard Trailer

- Perfect for hauling in-field material for playing area
- Haul attachments to desired locations
- Transport additional tools and material from facility to field

L.T. Rich Products, Inc. Call us at: (877) 482-2040 or visit us at: www.zspray.com
temperatures arrive and the bermudagrass entered dormancy.

As mentioned, this renovation was undertaken with the intention of it hopefully being a 1-year conversion, but realizing that it likely would be a 2-year process in our climate. Following the conclusion of the women's lacrosse season in late April, we began making preparations for the conversion from Kentucky bluegrass to bermudagrass, which would begin in late May/early June which is the most appropriate time to sprig bermudagrass in the Blacksburg climate.

The mowing height of the bluegrass was lowered to ¾ of an inch and a one and a half times label rate of Primo (Trinexapac ethyl) was applied 1 week before sprigging to slow the growth of the Kentucky bluegrass.

Contractor Carolina Green arrived during the first week of June and installed new 1-inch drainage lines on 10-foot centers across the entire field, backfilled with gravel and sand to the surface, and then sprigged Patriot bermudagrass directly into the existing bluegrass stand at the approximate rate of 800 bushels per acre. Patriot was selected for its cold hardiness and because of previous success on the Virginia Tech football field.

Following the inter-sprigging, the entire field was topdressed with ⅛ - ½ inch of the same sand used to fill the drainage trenches. Additional bermudagrass sprigs were placed over the drainage trenches by hand in an effort to improve the establishment and fill-in rate of the bermudagrass. Finally, to complete the installation process, we set an irrigation schedule to ensure that the sprigs remained moist for the first 7-10 days; watering frequency and amounts were then scaled back to a more typical maintenance irrigation schedule.

Mowing was reconvened at ¾-inch on the field approximately 2-3 weeks after the sprigs were installed and continued throughout the rest of the year in order to provide the bermudagrass a competitive growing advantage but still allow the bluegrass to survive for playability. The fertility program was adjusted to resemble a typical warm-season nutrient program except for the fall when it was treated very similar to an overseeded situation.

Summer 2009 turned out to be one of the coolest, wettest summers on record in the Blacksburg area and the bermudagrass didn't spread as aggressively as had previously been shown in research trials at the Virginia Tech campus, and the Kentucky bluegrass continued to thrive even at the ¾-inch mowing height. At the conclusion of 2009, the field was between 30-40% bermudagrass and had a

Not only did we deliver a cost effective renovation process that has reduced our annual maintenance costs (seed, herbicide, and fungicide), but we improved the speed and quality of our playing surface without removing the field for use for weeks/months at a time.
unique two grass appearance to it. While the field maintenance crew and administration did receive a fair amount of questioning regarding the appearance of the field, the first year was considered a relative success given the weather.

During the winter months, we covered the field with protective growth tarps and managed in the same fashion in the spring as it was in the fall. Following the women's lacrosse season in April 2010, we fully committed to the bermudagrass establishment and sprayed the entire field with Monument (Trifloxysulfuron-sodium) in an effort to kill off the Kentucky bluegrass and provide the bermudagrass with a competitive advantage. Due to the lower than expected bermudagrass stand, we sprigged an additional 300-400 bushels per acre of Patriot into the field in order to speed up the conversion process.

The mowing height was adjusted to ½-inch and we focused the fertility and irrigation programs solely on growing and developing the bermudagrass. Revolver herbicide (Foramsulfuron) was applied a month after sprigging to control any rogue bluegrass plants. Fortunately, Summer 2010 was one of the warmest on record in the Blacksburg area and the bermudagrass thrived. At the start of the fall soccer season in August 2010, we had 100% bermudagrass coverage and our coaches, players, and administrators were thrilled with the results.

This renovation process was a very challenging and educational experience. While it might not fit the needs of all facilities, it does provide an affordable alternative to completely resurfacing a field and the strategy has been used successfully in what turned out to be essentially “single season” conversions for fields at Bridgewater College (Bridgewater, VA) and the University of Louisville. Not only did we deliver a cost effective renovation process that has reduced our annual maintenance costs (seed, herbicide, and fungicide), but we improved the speed and quality of our playing surface without removing the field for use for weeks/months at a time. ■

Nick McKenna, CSFM is sports turf manager for the Virginia Tech Athletics Department.

AerWay® Leaves Sports Fields Safe and Playable

AerWay® venting tines can be used all season long to reduce compaction and stimulate strong root development without taking the field out of play. The result is a resilient playing surface with excellent top growth.

for more information call 1-800-457-8310

Advanced Aeration Systems

www.aerway.com email: aerway@aerway.com

FieldSaver.® Save your field from rain and wear.

FieldSaver® rain tarps are best-in-field for any field!

Special offers ONLY at www.CoverSports.com/ST
For price quotes, sizes and fabric specs, visit www.CoverSports.com/ST
sales@coversports.com • 800-445-6680 • www.coversports.com
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STMA’s Playing Conditions Index revisited

T’S BEEN SEVERAL YEARS now since the Sports Turf Managers Association unveiled the Playing Conditions Index (PCI). I still believe this is one of the most valuable tools that the organization has given to us.

How many of you reading this article know what the PCI is? How many of you that do know are using it? Hopefully, all of you know what it is and are using it.

I was fortunate to be on the committee that developed the PCI. The PCI’s original intent was to be used as a way to evaluate your sports field and provide a ready reference as to its current condition. It has, for me, become more than that.

I use the PCI for field evaluation; however, I take it a few steps further. I use the PCI four times yearly on my “show case” sports fields; four should be a minimum. I not only answer the questions honestly but my PCI is a road map for the maintenance and renovations I perform on my sports fields. My PCI is full of notes. The notes include weather conditions, type of products used, pest identification, weed identification, percentage of field that was renovated, exact area of the field that was renovation and results of the renovation. Why? What have I found by using the PCI is it isn’t just a simple tool to evaluate the current playing condition of the field. Using the PCI evaluation along with the notes I write down on the PCI gives me the overall picture and history of that particular sports field.

Whatever you do, do not toss your old PCI’s in the trash! I use my old PCI’s and compare them to the new; weather conditions jotted down now provide me with an historical look at the weather conditions. Weather plays a major role in what we do, soil temps, air temps, rain or drought all contribute to the safety, playability and aesthetic quality of our sports fields. Weather may affect the pesticides or herbicide we select to control a fungus or weed infestation problem. By comparing past PCI’s with the present I can know determine what products worked, what renovation practiced worked and I can now make educated management practices and budget decisions based on the information I obtained from the PCI.

What’s on the horizon? At STMA’s National Conference in Orlando 2 years ago, I had the pleasure of meeting Ian Lacy, who is with the Institute of Groundsmanship in the United Kingdom. We became friends while discussing the PCI and the United Kingdom’s Performance Quality Standards (PQS). Ian and I picked up our friendship again in Austin this past January and soon began talking about the PCI and the PQS and where both of these valuable tools are headed.

We agreed to beginning looking at both documents to see if they could be merged to become one. Imagine having a document that meets the needs of Sports Turf Managers around the world! I have begun to look at developing a database for the information collected on my PCI’s so that it would be readily available for applying management practices, budget and board meetings and for media releases. I am also hopeful that the database can then be merged with the use of a specific sports field. Merging these two data bases may provide valuable information into the management practices used vs. the sport or sports that is played on them. There is work to be done in the future to hone this tool into what it really can be, maybe the most valuable one we have in our tool box.

There are three things I don’t leave my office without when evaluating my sports fields: the PCI, my maintenance standards and a passion for what I do.

Mike Tarantino is director of maintenance and operations for Poway (CA) School District, and an STMA board member representing Schools K-12.

About the STMA PCI®

SOME OF THE COMMENTS that were made by PCI Task Group members and those who “piloted” the PCI are:

 “It is a great start to something that can be used as a tool for managers to tune their programs, and help as firepower when asking for a better budget.”
  – Peter Lockwood, Head Groundskeeper, Nashville Sounds, Tenn.

 “The worksheet is a good tool for assessing your fields. It forces you to take the blinders off and really look more specifically at your field instead of generally, as I tend to do when conducting a daily inspection.”
  – Scott Pippen, Superintendent of Streets and Parks, Village of Lincolnshire, Ill.

STMA members who have already used the STMA PCI in its formative stages, either those in the Task Group or those in the Focus Group, state several reasons that the STMA PCI is a useful tool to them in their current situation. There are primarily three reasons cited:

 “Will allow me to go to my administration to justify additional resources”
 “A tool for my media relations department”
 “It will help me to communicate with all the constituent groups involved: parents, coaches, players, administrators, etc.”

STMA is dedicated to making the STMA PCI a useful tool for the Sports Turf Manager. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please note them in the Comments section on Page 4 of the STMA PCI Worksheet and fax or email them to STMA at 785.843.2977 or PCI@STMA.org. If you need more immediate assistance, please call STMA Headquarters at 800.323.3875.
WATER. FEED. PREPARE. PROTECT.
Take care of your field. We’ll take care of you.

FIND US:
www.ewing1.com/locations
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800.343.9464
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Durability, Astounding Recovery and Exceptional Economy only begin to describe

RIVIERA
Bermudagrass SportsTurf

Johnston Seed Company
800-375-4613
www.johnstonseed.com
Get the top-ranked seeded bermuda that sports venues worldwide consider the best value on earth.
2010 NFLPA Playing Surfaces Opinion Survey

In 2010 the NFL Players Association conducted a survey of NFL players to gather their opinions on the playing surfaces used in the NFL. The survey was conducted by the NFLPA at team meetings during September through November 2010. A total of 1619 active NFL Players from all 32 teams voluntarily participated. Here are selected results from the latest version:

Which surface do you think is more likely to contribute to injury?

- Grass 15.9%
- Artificial Infilled 82.4%

Which type of field do you prefer to play on?

- Grass 9.2%
- Artificial Infilled 89.1%

Which surface do you think is more likely to shorten your career?

- Grass 7.6%
- Artificial Infilled 89.1%

What type of field do you want to play on?

- Grass 69.4%
- Artificial Infilled 14.3%
- No preference 9%

How significant a role do you believe NFL grounds keepers play in the performance of NFL grass playing surfaces?

- 75% say “very significant”

How much do you value your grounds crew’s work on your practice fields?

- 73.3% say “strongly value”

Most re-occurring comments:

Artificial turf is much harder on the body with joint soreness and makes for tougher work.

Southern grass fields are the best.

Fields that are used for baseball and football leave hard infilled that is difficult to play on. When you have one foot on grass and one in hard dirt, injuries are bound to happen.

If it’s grass, enough of the high schools, colleges and concerts playing on it the day before.

If it’s a cold weather grass field, these fields are battered to heck. The grounds crew can only do so much.

We need a league wide standard/regulation policy for every field if the NFL really cares about the safety of all players.

Suggested changes for improvement:

Artificial surfaces should be required in cold weather cities.

We need better practice fields. Level and eliminate holes, divots and uneven ground.

Cold weather grass teams should have road trips late in the season to avoid playing on frozen surfaces. There should be no games played on grass fields the same weekend as another event.

Even [placement] of rubber material is needed, specifically comfortable give in twists and turns and level in height with no bumps.

Every stadium should be evaluated properly every week prior to game day.

If it’s a multi-purpose stadium, mandate that it’s artificial. If only one team [uses] then it can be grass. Force Chicago and Pittsburgh to go turf.

More time and money need to be spent on the fields. College surfaces are better.

Use softer bermuda grass with sand.

No more non updated artificial turf that is hard and over filled with ground up rubber and cheap top layer grass that you can pull off like a cheap toupee like Kansas City.
New Talstar® XTRA granular insecticide eliminates fire ants in as little as minutes.

With the addition of a proprietary, all-new active ingredient, Talstar® XTRA granular insecticide wipes out dangerous fire ant colonies in record time. While other products take days or even weeks to eliminate fire ant problems, Talstar XTRA achieves total colony elimination* in four hours or less — and often in as little as minutes!

Broad-spectrum Talstar XTRA also delivers fast knockdown and kill of most ants, chinch bugs, fleas, ticks, mole crickets, scorpions, earwigs and dozens of other lawn pests. And because it’s Talstar, you’ll also get the residual of the number-one trusted brand in general pest control, with three months or more of lasting protection. For more information about Talstar XTRA and other solutions from FMC, visit www.fmcprosolutions.com or contact your FMC Market Specialist or local FMC Distributor.

Scan this tag with the Microsoft Tag Reader app on your smartphone for an interactive experience featuring Talstar XTRA.

* Kills the queen in 24 hours.
Always read and follow label directions. FMC and Talstar are trademarks of FMC Corporation. ©2011 FMC Corporation. All rights reserved.
Build the ground work properly when choosing your field surface

In the world of recreation and sport design and facility management, few topics can be as hotly debated and contested as the decision of what type of playing surface to provide the user groups. The primary question commonly revolves around whether the newly renovated or constructed field will remain natural grass or be synthetic turf. This decision is clearly one that will be set in place likely for several years, and in the case of synthetic turf, likely for a decade or more due to the difficulty in reverting back to natural grass due to funding limitations most owners have.

When discussion initially begins in scoping out a project for improving the existing field or building a new facility, there are several factors that need to be weighed and discussed at all levels. These factors will typically include:

- Available capital (i.e. initial construction/project) funding
- Foreseeable anticipated annual M&O funding for field/facility upkeep
- Required hours of field use for various end users
- Expectations of a successful sports field
- Alignment of design field type with all parties, including:
  - Governing Board/Owner's final decision makers
  - Owner's Project Team
  - Maintenance Team
  - Design Team
  - User Groups
  - Community at-large/Constituents
- An educated understanding of project issues that may arise during the surface selection process before beginning the actual process

While all of the above factors are key influences in making a successful decision, the last two typically are ones where missteps can have profound effects. This is where advanced pre-planning is essential, and that the owner undertake the necessary time to understand where these issues may lay, and how to effectively address in the decision making process.

The important tools needed by every owner and design professional are the knowledge and ability to facilitate project discussions and, ultimately, build consensus among stakeholders. Creating a forum where a clear message about the project can be disseminated to those outside the decision-making circle, while, at the same time, providing an opportunity for stakeholder comments, desires, and concerns be heard, is a time-honored method used by design professionals to bring all involved parties together. However, if steps haven't been taken to align the desires of all of the interested parties in the design field types and if the issues that can arise during the selection process are not clearly understood, the facilitation process may face a significantly reduced chance for success. This is especially true when the community-at-large is included in the facilitation process.